4 WAYS TO AUTOMATE YOUR
BUSINESS PROCESSES WITH THE
MICROSOFT POWER PLATFORM

SAVE TIME & MONEY
WITH AUTOMATION
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4 WAYS MICROSOFT
POWER CAN
AUTOMATE YOUR
BUSINESS SYSTEMS
There’s no doubting the potential
power of automation, with McKinsey
estimating it could almost double
global productivity growth from 0.8 to
1.4 % annually.
Microsoft Power Apps and Power
Automate turn that vision into a
reality, allowing businesses to
automate specific systems to reduce
time consumption, increase
productivity and improve consistency.

In short, Power Apps and Power
Automate are simple drag-and-drop
platforms which allow you to build your
own app or design processes from
scratch. These apps and workflows can
be tailored to your company’s
requirements, bringing together
different tools, linking with other
applications and integrating data.

BUT HOW CAN YOUR
BUSINESS USE THEM?
Read on as we look at four amazing
things Power Apps and Power Automate
can do to automate your business
systems…
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From creative agencies to accounting firms, businesses in almost every sector
work with a hierarchical structure. When work is completed, it usually needs
to be approved by a more senior member of the team. The same is true for
booking leave, with approval needed from a manager or head of
department.
The problem? Once work or holidays are submitted for approval, they might
sit in someone’s email inbox for days and weeks on end. You might even
forget to send them for approval, causing further delays. At the very least,
having to manually switch apps and send documents or details for approval
is a laborious task.

Alternatively, you could be collaborating with different colleagues,
departments or third parties on a project, like your website. Again, projects
can be set back for days and weeks waiting on approval from different
parties.
That’s where approval workflows come in. They allow you to automate the
approval workflow process. An object can be created in Power Automate,
which triggers an approval request whenever a certain item is created or
modified. Once approval is given, all parties involved will be automatically
notified.
While it might seem like a small task, it can save a lot of time and effort in the
long run.
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1) APPROVAL
WORKFLOWS

Your website is the first point of contact for many customers. They use it to
get in touch, update their account or make an order. But where does that
information go? For most businesses, it will simply be sent through to your
team. They’ll then have to take the information and Your website is the first
point of contact for many customers. They use it to get in touch, update their
account or make an order. But where does that information go?
For most businesses, it will simply be sent through to your team. They’ll then
have to take the information and enter it into another application. Needless
to say, that process is hugely repetitive and time-consuming, not to mention
being susceptible to errors.
With Power Automate, you can link web pages with over 200 third-party
apps. This allows you to bypass the middle step where someone would have
to retrieve and input information. That’s also possible with legacy systems,
where an adapter can be created to link that software to a website.

A common example would be a customer placing orders. Most companies
have legacy systems in place to manage these orders. In the digital age, more
and more orders are moving online. A bespoke user interface flow could
allow a customer to make an order online which would automatically be
added to your legacy ordering system. Needless to say, that process is hugely
repetitive and time-consuming, not to mention being susceptible to errors.
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2. USER INTERFACE
FLOWS

Security is another area where automation can help your business. A great
example of this is with security classification. Most businesses deal with a vast
array of documents. Not all of those will need to be seen by every member of
staff. Some might include sensitive information that’s restricted to senior
management, while others might include payment details that should only
be seen by the finance department, for example.
To adhere to these requirements, you would need to create a number of
folders with specific access authorisations and manually organise documents
based on their level of security. Again, this is very time consuming and could
lead to mistakes being made.
Instead, with Power Apps, you can create a custom application for uploading
documents. The system will wait until someone uploads or submits a
document, then check the document’s metadata. It will be moved to the
correct folder or library based on this metadata, with only authorised users
able to view it.

This system uses Power Automate to assign permissions for each document
and different teams. Where required, it can also automate the creation of
document libraries and even send emails to relevant users with a link to
where documents are stored.
For complete ease of use, Power Automate can also enable secure email
uploading. When a document is sent to the system by email, Power
Automate can monitor the email address which sent it, check its authority or
security level and route the attached document to the correct area.
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3. SECURITY
CLASSIFICATION

Whether it’s checking different components on a finished product or making
sure everything is present before an order is dispatched, routine checks are
an important process for countless businesses. They’re also another process
which can be automated with the help of Power Apps.
A bespoke app can be developed that includes control fields and prompts
for each type of criteria required. Once submitted, this data can be
transferred to a chosen database, which can then be accessed whenever
needed. The custom app makes sure every check is completed, eliminating
the possibility of human error.
One example from 2020 was the development of a coronavirus testing app
for workers on a building site. As part of increased health and safety
measures, employees needed to answer certain questions about symptoms
and complete a temperature check before starting their shift.

A custom app, developed in Power Apps, puts all of this in one place. The
employee database was linked to the app so employee profiles could easily
be retrieved when completing checks. A simple interface includes all of the
necessary checks and questions, responses to which can then be drawn
upon if needed in future.
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ELIMATE HUMAN ERRORS FROM ROUTINE CHECKS
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AUTOMATING YOUR
BUSINESS SYSTEMS
Microsoft Power Apps and Power
Automate aim to make automation
more accessible to businesses of all
shapes and sizes.
They eliminate the need for coding
expertise and a huge budget, but it
still takes plenty of experience and
know-how to make the most of their
powerful features.
At silverlimes, we can add that muchneeded app-building experience and
automation knowledge to your
business.

We work with businesses in a wide range
of sectors to create bespoke apps and
workflows combining Microsoft Power
Automate and Power Apps with a variety
of other solutions like Azure, Office 365
and SharePoint.

TALK TO THE EXPERTS
Ready to find out more? Contact us on
0116 319 4402 or hello@silverlimes.co.uk
to book your free consultation.
We can talk through your project in
more depth and show you what's
possible with the power of automation.
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“AUTOMATION IS
COST CUTTING BY
TIGHTENING THE
CORNERS AND NOT
CUTTING THEM.”

